
MJ Purk is framed by blankets specially made for children diagnosed with spinal
muscular atrophy. Purk, along with her caretaker and Pocahontas native. Brenda Hanson.
have delivered over 1.000 of the blankets to children across the globe. Submitted photo.

Purk and Hanson bring comfort
and understanding to 'SMA angels' I
By Chris Vrba the odds. The New York and and that was that," Brenda

In a realm where longevity
is measured by months rather
than years, and success is
determined not by dollars or
career accolades, but by simply
taking a deep breath and making
it to the next day, an angel
has arrived. Except, instead of
arriving on golden wings, this
cherub has descended on a
four-wheel scooter and wields
a quiver full of brightly colored
blankets as arrows.

Meet Margaret Purk. At 24
years of age, Purk just may be
the world's oldest person living
with Type I spinal muscular
atrophy (SMA), a genetic defect
where proteins necessary for the
development of motor neurons
cannot be produced. As a result,
muscles never form, and the
patient, more often than not,
passes away within two years of
birth.

SMA is the leading genetic
cause of death for infants. There
is no known cure or treatment.
though researchers at Ohio
State University are preparing
for clinical trials of a chemical
treatment that holds promise for
SMApatients and their families.

Purk, better known as "Queen
MJ" in SMA circles, has defied

Ohio resident is mere paperwork
away from obtaining a degree
from Wright State University
in the Buckeye State, and has
founded B4SMA,a philanthropic
care organization that makes
colorful, homemade blankets for
newly diagnosed children.

In the short time the
organization, which is an
acronym for Blankets For SMA
Kids, has been on the scene,
MJ, along with dedicated care
taker and Pocahontas native
Brenda Hanson, have sent over
1,000 blankets to kids all across
the globe. In late June, MJ and
Brenda were traveling through
town on their way back to Ohio
after attending a national SMA
convention in the Twin Cities.

HANSON WAS WORKING
WITH the Muscular Dystrophy
Association in Des Moines when
she first learned of a widower
in Rye Brook, N.Y., who was
seeking a live-in care assistant
for his two toddler daughters
who both had SMA. In 1992,
Hanson visited the hamlet of
10,000 situated just northeast
of the Big Apple along the
Connecticut border.

"Two weeks later, I flew out

recalled.
Once there, Hanson helped

take care of MJ and her sister,
Emma. The Purks' mother had
passed away in a car accident.
Emma, too, soon passed away
due to complications from SMA.

But MJ was an entirely
different story. Knowing a bit
about the basic demographics
of SMA patients, Hanson never
imagined that 21 years later,
she'd still be at her charge's side.

"When I moved out to take
care of them, I didn't think it'd
be that long," Hanson reflected
and said, "But she's stubborn.
I've enjoyed the ride."

Quite a ride indeed. The pair
travel in a custom conversion
van, equipped to carry
MJ's customized, and quite
sophisticated, motorized scooter,
as well as her bed. The scooter is
a necessity, because without it,
Purk's body would, more or less,
lie limp, not entirely a formless
mass, but a human frame
unable to move independently.

Hanson described Purk's
ambulatory impediments as
"Anything that involves gravity,"
with MJ quickly chiming in, "It's

See BLANKETS, Page 7A
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